Introduction {#S0001}
============

Diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) are a complication of diabetes mellitus caused by external or internal trauma associated with different stages of diabetic neuropathy and peripheral vascular disease.[@CIT0001]

The most serious consequence of DFUs is major or minor amputation.[@CIT0002] Major amputation has been related to a dramatic loss in the life expectancy of these patients, which places them at risk of higher mortality rates than colon, prostate, and breast cancers or Hodgkin\'s disease.[@CIT0003]

The most frequent causes of amputation in patients with DFUs are ischemia and infection.[@CIT0004] Diabetic foot infection (DFI) remains the most frequent diabetic complication, affecting 60% of DFUs, sometimes requires hospitalization, and is the most common precipitating event leading to amputations.[@CIT0005]--[@CIT0007]

Managing infection requires careful attention to have a proper and early diagnosis of the condition, obtain appropriate specimens for culture, thoughtfully select empirical and then definitive antimicrobial therapy, quickly determine when surgical interventions are needed, and provide all other necessary types of wound care.[@CIT0004]

Osteomyelitis (OM) is the most frequent infection of DFUs, occurs in \>20% of moderate infections and 50%--60% of severe infections, and is associated with high rates of amputation.[@CIT0008]

Diabetic foot OM (DFO) typically involves the forefoot (the most common location of DFUs) and develops by contiguous spread from overlying soft tissue and penetration through cortical bone and into the medullary cavity.[@CIT0009]

Traditionally, DFO has been considered a complex and difficult-to-treat infection, with a high rate of relapse,[@CIT0010] and is one of the most controversial issues when dealing with diabetic foot syndrome.[@CIT0011]

Despite the seriousness of this complication, unfortunately there are no agreed-upon guidelines for the management of DFO, and this is one of the most controversial and challenging problems in the field. The International Working Group on the Diabetic Foot recognized that DFO was an area in which guidelines for diagnosis and treatment (which could be modified according to the availability of local services and resources in different centers and communities) were needed.[@CIT0011],[@CIT0012]

DFO represents a challenge in both diagnostic and therapeutic aspects, and many consequences of its condition are related to late diagnosis, delayed referral, or ill-indicated treatment.

This review aimed to analyze the evidence on the management of DFO and to discuss different options, challenges, and needs regarding this issue.

Methods {#S0002}
=======

A narrative revision of the evidence was performed, focusing on treatment options of medical therapy (type, route, and duration of antibiotics), surgical therapy, and coadjuvant therapy for DFO.

Search strategy {#S0002-S2001}
---------------

PubMed, Cochrane Library, and Web of Science were searched in December 2018 for retrospective and prospective studies and randomized controlled trials (RCTs) published from January 2008 to December 2018. Databases were searched using the keywords "management", "diabetic foot", "osteomyelitis", and "diabetic foot osteomyelitis". Searches were filtered for studies published in English.

Selection of studies {#S0002-S2002}
--------------------

Two independent reviewers screened all titles and abstracts for eligibility based on predefined inclusion criteria (EGM and YGA). If the eligibility criteria were unclear based on this first screening, the full text was obtained for further evaluation. A third reviewer resolved disagreements (JLM).

We included studies published in English and Spanish. The studied population of the studies was defined as subjects with diagnoses of DFO. We limited our review from interventions to therapeutic modalities, excluding diagnostic, preventive, or educational interventions. We did not limit the care setting of the included studies. Reference lists of all retrieved studies were cross-checked for additional reports. Abstracts of all studies were reviewed to exclude articles meeting our exclusion criteria. Full-text reviews were performed to determine whether the remaining studies met the inclusion criteria.

Exclusion criteria were unoriginal articles, including letters or comments, case series, and studies without available data for analysis. Additionally, references of narrative and systematic reviews were scrutinized for additional articles.

A total of 194 records were initially identified by the literature search. At the end of the screening process, 24 studies met the inclusion criteria. The distribution of studies was medical treatment (n=9), surgical treatment (n=9), medical and surgical treatment (n=3), and adjuvant therapies (n=3; [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Flow of studies through the review.

Diabetic foot osteomyelitis--treatment options: evidence analysis {#S0003}
=================================================================

Medical treatment {#S0003-S2001}
-----------------

The literature shows that the traditional treatment of DFO has been the resection of necrotic and infected bone. However, there were some studies that demonstrated highest remission rates when patients with DFO were treated exclusively with antibiotics. Probably, the main limitation for supporting this therapeutic option is that these studies[@CIT0013],[@CIT0014] were retrospective and did not include sufficient posttreatment follow-up (at least 12 months) to detect episodes of new DFO and/or recurrent ulceration. Nowadays, there is an increasing tendency toward nonsurgical therapy for DFO.[@CIT0015]

According to the most accepted guidelines,[@CIT0004],[@CIT0016] there is a consensus about when nonsurgical treatment can be tried firstly. These criteria are: There is no persisting sepsis associated with DFO.Patient can receive and tolerate appropriate antibiotic therapy.The degree of bone destruction has not caused irretrievable compromise to foot mechanics.The patient prefers to avoid surgery.The patient's comorbidities confer high risk to surgery.There are no contraindications to prolonged antibiotic therapy.Surgery is not otherwise required in adjacent soft-tissue infection or necrosis.Infection is confined to small forefoot lesions that are easily off-loaded.Patients have good vascular status that allows drug spreading and tissue availability.No adequately skilled surgeon is available.Operating room and other surgical facilities are not available.Surgery cost prohibits the patient from undergoing the surgery.

The main advantages of medically treating DFO are absence of biomechanical changes that increase recurrent ulceration rates by pressure transfer to other foot locations that may occur after surgical procedures,[@CIT0017] the absence of available expert surgeons or surgical facilities needed,[@CIT0016] and a better cost-effective profile by reducing the risk and hospitalization associated with the surgical procedures. However, it has limitations, which include the risk of recurrent infections due to remaining infected bone, the risk of recurrent ulceration due to the persistence of the bone deformity at the origin of the FU, and toxicity and adverse effects related to prolonged administration of the antibiotic, eg, the development of bacterial resistance or the risk of *Clostridium difficile* disease.[@CIT0016],[@CIT0018]--[@CIT0021]

Recent literature corroborates antibiotics as the first-line treatment, especially from small forefoot lesions that are easy to off-load and in cases where surgery leads to destabilization of foot mechanics;[@CIT0016],[@CIT0022] however, some forefoot locations, such as the metatarsal area, have shown higher risks of complications than other forefoot locations.[@CIT0023]

Based on studies that analyzed medical treatment,[@CIT0018],[@CIT0022]--[@CIT0030] good remission rates have been demonstrated ---\>63.5%--82.3%[@CIT0023],[@CIT0025] --- that can be assumed to be a positive response to treatment. However, there are problems when it comes to transferal to clinical practice, due to the lack of consensus on the duration, route of administration, and diagnostic criteria for bone infection.

Almost 80% of studies based on medical treatment of DFO have been retrospective, and there has only been one RCT, which demonstrated that for appropriately selected patients, antibiotic therapy without surgery was effective[@CIT0022] ([Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Game and Jeffcoate[@CIT0025] provided the highest remission rates of patients with DFO treated with a broad-spectrum antibiotic regimen chosen empirically. The criteria used to define remission was survival of the patient with an intact limb at 12 months after the physician considered that bone infection had been eradicated, but without any imaging tests performed for confirmation. Studies that performed microbiological bone culture to establish antibiotic regimens using antibiograms presented DFO-remission rates of 64%,[@CIT0028] 72.8%,[@CIT0030] and 81.2%.[@CIT0026] The difference between remission rates could be associated with the methods used in obtaining bone samples, ie, by means of percutaneous biopsy in the first study and then bone debridement of the ulcer in the other two studies. In general, they reported successful treatment without surgical treatment with remission in approximately two-thirds of cases.Figure 2Distribution of rates of remission of diabetic foot osteomyelitis with antibiotic treatment.

Additionally, some studies have investigated other parameters associated with good DFO outcomes, which include a decrease in inflammatory biomarkers, such as erythrocyte-sedimentation rate (ESR) and CRP,[@CIT0031]--[@CIT0033] bone remineralization on plain radiography, and complete healing of any overlying soft-tissue wounds.[@CIT0009] However, comparison of these studies is difficult, due to the variability in protocols in antibiotic prescription and the lack of inflammatory markers or radiological evidence for confirmation.

How to choose antibiotics and route of administration {#S0003-S2002}
-----------------------------------------------------

For many years, antibiotic therapy for DFO was administered intravenously for prolonged periods.[@CIT0034]

However, in the last few years, two reviews of the literature did not find any statistically significant difference between oral and parenteral administration of antibiotics for the treatment of OM if bacteria were sensitive to the antibiotic administered.[@CIT0035],[@CIT0036]

On the other hand, interesting pharmacokinetic data have shown that that antibiotics that reach the highest bone:serum concentration ratios (ie, fluoroquinolones, sulfonamides, cyclins, macrolides, rifampin, fusidic acid, and oxazolidinones) are also those with the highest bioavailability during oral administration of these agents.[@CIT0036]

In a review conducted in 2017,[@CIT0037] Senneville et al said that it is logical that preference be given to antibiotics that exhibit high diffusion into the bone (ie, a bone:blood ratio \>0.3) and have good oral bioavailability (ie, \>90%), due to the prolonged duration of treatment that is usually recommended in these settings and the chronic nature of bone infection that is encountered in patients with DFO.

The selection of an antibiotic agent to treat DFO should begin with the selection of agents that cover the presumed pathogens tested. Bone culture provides the most accurate microbiological information, and surgical or percutaneous bone biopsy is the optimal method of obtaining a sample of uncontaminated bone.[@CIT0037],[@CIT0038]

Combinations of two agents with high oral availability and bone diffusion have been shown to treat DFO. Rifampicin, fluoroquinolone (ofloxacin, ciprofloxacin, levofloxacin, or moxifloxacin), and β-lactam--fluoroquinolone combinations seem appropriate for the treatment of *Staphylococcus*-induced and Gram-negative DFO.[@CIT0028],[@CIT0039],[@CIT0040]

However, this may be limited, due to the risk of occurrence of adverse events, with antibiotics being hepatotoxic and nephrotoxic in patients who are likely to have comorbidities and who receive multiple treatments. Therefore, we must take into account daily doses and potential adverse events of antibiotics with satisfactory oral bioavailability and bone diffusion for the treatment of patients with DFO.[@CIT0036],[@CIT0041]

Duration of antibiotic regimen {#S0003-S2003}
------------------------------

Lengthy antibiotic treatment has been usual in retrospective studies and case series published on the medical treatment of DFO. Embil et al[@CIT0018] reported a mean duration of oral antimicrobial therapy of 40±30 weeks. Valabhji et al[@CIT0029] reported a medianduration of antibiotics of 24 (12--48) weeks.

However, in the last decade, studies with better methodological designs began to show shorter antibiotic treatments for DFO.[@CIT0028] In a retrospective study, Senneville et al[@CIT0028] described a mean duration of antibiotic treatment of 11.5±4.21 weeks. Game and Jeffcoate[@CIT0025] reported a mean duration of initial empirical treatment with oral and intravenous antibiotics of 61 days (range 3--349 days) and 16 days (range 1--44 days).[@CIT0026] In a study of 77 patients with microbiological results from bone biopsy, Lesens et al[@CIT0026] reported that 34% received treatment for 6 weeks, 36% for 9 weeks, and 30% for 12 weeks or more. Even so, the methodological variability among these series does not allow easy comparison, and conclusions cannot be drawn about the period of antibiotic treatment.

For this reason, in 2012 an Infectious Diseases Society of America guideline[@CIT0004] provided recommended durations of antibiotic treatment: short duration (2--5 days) when a radical resection does not leave a residual infected tissue and prolonged treatment (≥4 weeks) when there remains an infected and/or necrotic bone.

As such, after prolongation of antibiotic therapy after debridement for \>6 weeks and administration of an intravenous treatment for more than a week, it seems likely that the residual bone in the sea is vital; therefore, it can be treated more quickly than bones that are infected with necrosis.

A short time later, Tone et al[@CIT0042] published the first trial comparing 6 weeks versus 12 weeks of treating DFO medically. The uthors performed microbiological analysis of bacterial isolates and chose a specific antibiotic regimen. There were no significant differences in remission rates between groups (60% versus 70%, *P*=0.50), but significantly fewer adverse events with the shorter treatment. It has been shown that antibiotic treatment can lead to kidney failure in more than a quarter of patients.[@CIT0043]

Because the concept of DFO remission is subjective, recently Vouillarmet et al[@CIT0044] examined the utility of white blood cell (WBC) single-photon-emission computed tomography (SPECT)/CT as a predictive marker of DFO remission after 6 weeks of medical treatment of patients with DFO. Among the 45 patients, 51.1% had a negative WBC SPECT/CT after 6 weeks of antibiotic therapy. During 12 months of follow-up, there was no relapse in any patient with a negative WBC SPECT/CT. In the total sample, the remission rate of DFO was 84.4%, and the sensitivity of WBC SPECT/CT at 12 weeks to predict remission was 100%.

In conclusion, more trials are urgently needed to extend the results of the first and only RCT published,[@CIT0042] in which a 6-week course of antibiotics was not inferior to a longer course and to determine duration of antibiotics in the management of OM when it is associated with soft-tissue infection. Given the high rate of recurrences observed in patients with DFOs, it seems more appropriate to consider treatment success as a remission of all signs of infection, including imaging assessment by the year following the end of treatment.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0009]

### Key points: medical treatment {#S0003-S2003-S3001}

The duration of antibiotic treatment should not exceed 6 weeks.

Oral administration has shown more successful results than parenteral.

Medical treatment performed must be based on the bacteria identified during bone sampling whenever possible (percutaneous biopsy is the safest method, but requires professional training).

Prolonged treatment with antibiotics could be a limitation in patients with infection caused by complicated, anticoagulated, or multiresistant bacteria.

The worldwide increase in the prevalence of multiresistant bacteria could affect the choice of medical treatment. This concern may favor preference for bone-infected resection for the safety of the patient and decreased complications in the near future.

Surgical treatment {#S0003-S2004}
------------------

Despite the published studies on the effectiveness of surgery in OM, the International Working Group on the Diabetic Foot guidelines recommended that surgical intervention in cases of OM accompanied by spreading soft-tissue infection, destroyed soft-tissue envelope, progressive bone destruction on X-ray, or bone protruding through the ulcer should be considered.[@CIT0009]

In a consensus statement for the initial diagnosis and selection of patients for the surgical management of diabetic forefoot OM, some criteria were defined with a high rate of agreement among the authors, who concluded that surgical treatment of DFO should be performed primarily in certain circumstances: DFO with systemic toxicity associated with soft-tissue infectionsubstantial cortical destruction, osteolysis, macroscopic bone fragmentation (sequestration), or necrotic bone seen on X-rayvisible, chronically exposed trabecular bone identified within a forefoot ulceropen or infected joint spaceprosthetic heart valves[@CIT0045]

Surgery is essential in patients with DFI to drain pus, economically resect all necrotic tissues, and drastically reduce biofilm and thus bacteria included inside. However, while surgery may be required urgently for the treatment of soft-tissue infections, OM of the diabetic foot in itself is not a reason for urgent surgery oramputation. The most severe and acute complications related to DFIs, such as gangrene, septicemia, and septic shock, are secondary to soft-tissue infections and/or necrosis of ischemic tissues, rather than to osteoarticular infections.[@CIT0037]

Recently, surgical management of DFO has been based on conservative surgery (CS) with the aim of avoiding minor and major amputations.[@CIT0046],[@CIT0047] The advantages of surgery as a treatment have long been considered essential in the treatment of DFO, in order to ease the action of the antibiotics and even to replace them when we get poor results by the administration of antibiotics alone. Other factors to consider are micro- and macrovascular complications that compromise blood supply to infected tissue of the foot and characteristics of infected bone that affects principally the cortical part of the bone. All these processes could result in decreased efficacy of antibiotics in these areas. Moreover, intolerance to some antibiotics due to renal or hepatic diseases and the presence of resistant bacteria have been described as potential indications for a surgical approach to DFO. Another advantage of surgical treatment based on CS may be a reduction in duration of antibiotic therapy.[@CIT0046] Advantages described by previous studies have been lower amputation rate, high percentage of limb salvage, low risk of recurrence through surgical off-loading, and taking samples for microbiological and histological analysis.[@CIT0048],[@CIT0049] Because of these advantages, surgical therapy has been considered a primary option for some authors.[@CIT0020],[@CIT0039],[@CIT0046],[@CIT0049]--[@CIT0051]

The main disadvantages of surgical procedures are possible occurrence of a transfer syndrome where new ulcers can lead to another complication, including new bone infection, higher cost, increased operative comorbidity, and occurrence of an unstable foot.[@CIT0017],[@CIT0046]

Most studies that have analyzed surgical treatment of OM established different outcomes regarding remission, recurrent ulceration, new episodes of OM, major or minor amputation, and death, but there have been few studies with long-term follow-up and fewer still that compared both treatments prospectively. It has been shown that CS outcomes are largely related to the presence of ischemia or soft-tissue infections.[@CIT0052]

There have been several studies and different results on recurrence rate and recurrent ulceration. Aragón-Sánchez et al published a prospective study to determine these and obtained rates of 4.6% and 43%, respectively, for outcomes described. Regarding amputation and mortality rates, the same study obtainedrates of 39.5% for minor amputations, 1.2% for major amputation, and 13% during follow-up.[@CIT0052] Another prospective study achieved a recurrent-ulceration rate of 41%, and showed that the first metatarsal bone has the highest risk of recurrent ulceration.[@CIT0017]

One of the complications that can occur after surgery is residual OM, and its outcome has been analyzed in several studies. Atway et al[@CIT0053] obtained a 40.7% rate of residual OM; however, in another study this was lower --- 16.9%.[@CIT0052]

Other studies have found that an aggressive surgical approach against FI, including OM, in hospitalized diabetic patients was associated with a 13% rate of above-ankle amputation.[@CIT0054]

One of the prognostic factors for surgical management of DFO is the presence of ischemia, necrosis, or soft-tissue infection.[@CIT0050] Fuji et al proposed an appropriate surgical treatment for diabetic forefoot OM involving ischemia or moderate--severe soft-tissue infection, and the healing rate of patients with ischemic involvement was 86.6%, with OM recurrence not observed.[@CIT0055]

Choosing the proper surgical technique for DFO {#S0003-S2005}
----------------------------------------------

Some studies have concluded that CS without local or high-level amputation is successful in almost half the cases of DFO.[@CIT0050]

Choosing different surgical options depends sometimes on the surgeon\'s skills when working in multidisciplinary teams. A sample of surgical techniques has been provided in resecting bone infection from the forefoot while avoiding amputations. The definitive role of such procedures must be evaluated in prospective trials addressed by experienced diabetic foot teams.[@CIT0047] Many studies have concluded that limited surgery (resection of infected and necrotic bone without amputation) combined with antibiotic therapy may be the most appropriate treatment.[@CIT0049],[@CIT0056],[@CIT0057]

Another study that determined the incidence of complications associated with primary closure in surgical procedures performed for DFO compared to those healed by secondary intention concluded that primary surgical closure was not associated with more complications.[@CIT0058]

Regarding surgical techniques, another recent study has evaluated the recovery time and the development of complications in the dorsal and plantar approach to metatarsal head resections in patients with DFUs complicated by OM. Both approaches rendered similar healing times; however, patients undergoing a dorsal approach developed more postsurgical complications than those undergoing a plantar approach.[@CIT0059]

### Key points: surgical treatment {#S0003-S2005-S3001}

Guidelines recommend that surgical intervention should be recommended in cases of OM accompanied by spreading soft-tissue infection, destroyed soft-tissue envelope, progressive bone destruction on X-ray, or bone protruding through the ulcer.

Surgical treatment has long been considered essential in the treatment of DFO to ease the action of antibiotics.

CS in the management of DFO is indicated to avoid minor and major amputations.

The main disadvantages of surgical procedures are recurrent ulceration, higher costs, increased operative comorbidity, and occurrence of an unstable foot.

Choosing different surgical options depends sometimes on the surgeon\'s skills when working in multidisciplinary teams.

Surgical versus medical treatment for DFO {#S0003-S2006}
-----------------------------------------

There have been few studies to analyze medical treatment versus surgical treatment, receiving little attention.

Van et al compared outcomes of patients with DFO treated medically or surgically. Surgical patients underwent CS associated with antibiotics, whereas medical patients only received antibiotics.[@CIT0046] CS contributed to an increase in healing rate of FUs with OM compared with medical treatment alone.

In a study of patients from four centers in France and Spain, Lesens et al compared outcomes of those with bone culture--proven *Staphylococcus aureus* DFO who were treated medically (just antibiotic therapy, other than soft-tissue debridement at the bedside) or surgically (operative treatment combined with prolonged antibiotic therapy). Outcomes were similar for the two groups: favorable in 80% in the surgical group and 87% in the medical group.[@CIT0060]

In another retrospective study with 147 DFO patients, Game and Jeffcoate found that 113 patients treated with antibiotic therapy alone underwent limb amputation (major amputation in six patients and minor amputation in 28), and remission rates were similar in both the surgical and medical groups (78.6% and 82.3%).[@CIT0061]

Tan et al reported a lower rate of above-ankle amputation in patients who underwent debridement or local limited amputation than in patients treated with antibiotic therapy alone, with shorter hospital stay.[@CIT0054]

The first randomized clinical study prospectively to compare outcomes of patients treated with medical versus surgical approaches for DFO was in 2014, reporting the results of a prospective study that aimed to compare outcomes of patients with DFO treated with antibiotics alone versus patients who underwent CS. At the end of a 12-week posttreatment follow-up, 18 patients (75%) achieved primary healing in the medical group versus 19 patients (86.3%) in the surgical group (*P*=0.33). No difference was found between the two groups regarding time to healing (7 versus 6 weeks) or minor amputations (*P*=0.336). The authors concluded that antibiotics and surgical treatment have similar outcomes in terms of healing rates, time to healing, and short-term complications in patients with neuropathic forefoot ulcers complicated by OM without ischemia or necrotizing soft-tissue infections.[@CIT0022]

In [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}, major decision criteria for medical versus surgical approaches have been summarized.Table 1Criteria for selecting primarily antibiotic or surgical approaches for diabetic foot osteomyelitisMedicalSurgicalPatient too unstable for surgeryPoor postoperative mechanics of foot likely (eg, with midfoot or hindfoot infection)No other surgical procedures on foot are neededInfection is confined to small forefoot lesionNo adequately skilled surgeon is availableSurgery costs are prohibitive for the patientPatient has a strong preference to avoid surgeryNo hospitalizationThere are no contraindications to prolonged antibiotic therapyFoot infection is associated with substantial bone necrosis or exposed jointThere is persisting sepsisFoot appears to be functionally unsalvageablePatient is already nonambulatoryMajor risks of antibiotic problemsInfecting pathogen is resistant to available antibioticsUncorrectable foot ischemia, patient has a strong preference for surgical treatmentHospitalization[^1]

A prospective cohort study of efficacy of combined surgical and medical treatment in patients with OM mainly involving the forefoot concluded that combined surgical and medical treatment for DFO can achieve acceptable limb-salvage rates and reduce time to healing, duration of antibiotic treatment, and wound-recurrence rate.[@CIT0062]

In conclusion, expert opinion and retrospective studies with low-level evidence often determine how patients are treated, not allowing for a clear and standardized consensus on therapy.[@CIT0063]

Despite the existence of published guidelines, approaches to management may vary widely,[@CIT0064],[@CIT0065] and different professionals have different views on the choice of antibiotics, route and duration of administration, and place of surgery.[@CIT0066]

Adjuvant therapies {#S0003-S2007}
------------------

To date, there are insufficient data to demonstrate the efficacy of different adjuvant therapeutic practices, such as granulocyte growth factors, hyperbaric oxygen therapy, and local antibiotic-delivery systems, in the treatment of DFO.[@CIT0067]--[@CIT0072]

The serious problem of resistance to positive pathogens and the lack of new antimicrobial agents are the major challenges in the management of these patients. As a solution to this problem, many have chosen local antibiotic-delivery systems.[@CIT0073]--[@CIT0076]

In theory, the main advantages of local antibiotic-delivery systems are higher levels of antibiotic concentration in the affected area, pharmacokinetic advantages, ability to overcome the possibility of resistant pathogens, and in cases of biodegradable material, avoidance of additional surgical procedures. However, experience in DFO has been limited to case reports and case series, and there are no data that can be used to compare this therapy with standard medical therapy. Therefore, we cannot currently make any specific recommendations on indications or application times for this treatment.[@CIT0077]

The most recent review on local antibiotic-delivery systems[@CIT0078] concluded that they represent a promising pharmaceutical option in the treatment of DFIs. Well-designed randomized clinical trials are required to establish their efficacy and define the framework for their usage. Currently, the role of local antibiotic-delivery systems in treating DFIs is limited and outside routine practice.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

Both medical and surgical options have been shown to be effective in the treatment of OM.[@CIT0021],[@CIT0022],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0037],[@CIT0060],[@CIT0066] However, there are also some criteria where there is consensus on which would be the best initial treatment depending on the characteristics of the patient. In such a way, when OM is associated with soft-tissue infection or ischemia,[@CIT0009] both presentation and clinical characteristics are different, and thus also management. Therefore, the first conclusion could be that there is not a single treatment for DFO because it is not a single disease, and its association with soft-tissue infection, ischemia, location, and patient characteristics determines the outcome, regardless of the treatment options.

After analysis of the literature, we can say that there is consensus on when surgical or medical treatment would be the first option in treating DFO.[@CIT0009],[@CIT0016],[@CIT0022],[@CIT0037]

However, when we are treating DFO medically, it is necessary to ensure a good antibiotic choice with good bioavailability and proper duration of therapy depending on the characteristics of the patient and the infection,[@CIT0037] assessing dosage,[@CIT0036] since in the absence of a bone-resection therapies, antibiotic treatment should be at least 6 weeks,[@CIT0004],[@CIT0042] which is what the literature indicates, and in that case duration and posology will be driven by the characteristics and comorbidities of the patient. In patients with kidney disease, the dosage of antibiotics must be adjusted from bactericidal to bacteriostatic affecting the effectiveness of the antibiotic.

Another barrier to the medical treatment of OM is the exact time as to when antibiotic therapy should be discontinued. The 6-week reference margin collected in the literature is based on a single study.[@CIT0042] It does not seem strong enough to support a universal recommendation. There may be patients in whom antibiotic therapy would have to be extended, but we still do not have the answer about its duration.

Another important limitation regarding the medical treatment of DFO is the difficulty of obtaining a bone sample for microbiological culture, since there are limitations in obtaining culture samples. There are discrepancies with respect to the best way to obtain the sample. Recommendations in the literature for percutaneous bone biopsy are also based on the experience of a single group.[@CIT0079] Note that these procedures are difficult to perform, due to training limitations of the professional, the instruments, and the facilities (such resources as an operating room).[@CIT0026],[@CIT0080] In such a way, sometimes --- especially in primary care, where obtaining bone cultures and even more, percutaneous cultures would be limited --- antibiotic treatment is guided blindly, limiting also the beginning of this management. It is important to highlight that better results of DFO with antibiotics have been obtained in studies in which antibiotic selection has been done based on bone culture; therefore, these results cannot be extrapolated to daily practice when patients are treated medically, but without bone-culture confirmation.

Another concern is that the type of DFO that should be treated primarily with antibiotics has a chronic character profile, and could be treated in ambulatory settings (primary care and community), where patients have no access to an expert in infectious diseases, such as an infectious disease specialist or internal medicine specialist.

Being sure that DFO is ruled out is another issue when treating patients exclusively with antibiotics. One study has showed that even when a surgical bone resection is performed, \>40% of patients remain infected at bone margins;[@CIT0017] therefore, after a regimen of medical treatment, we cannot be sure what percentage of residual infections we would have after 6 weeks of treatment recommended by the literature. Probably, the question is: Do we have any inflammatory marker that could indicate DFO remission? Reduction in inflammatory clinical signs cannot be related to resolution of DFO, especially in chronic OM, which is one of the main indications for medical treatment. Additionally, some inflammatory markers, such as CRP, ESR, and procalcitonine may be related to inflammatory responses and not really with bone healing. Only normalization of ESR has demonstrated a potential association with remission of DFO.[@CIT0022]

It is important to take into consideration that when we are treating patients with DFO only with antibiotics, patients should be closely monitored with follow-up to identify early complications that they may develop during the course of treatment and have a clear picture as to when and where to refer the patient to a skilled surgeon when there are complications in infection. This means that the exclusive management of these patients in a setting where there is no specialized surgeon who can address or resolve complications is logically a limitation, since these patients must be treated by a multidisciplinary team with availability of a skilled surgeon at any given time to solve complications with medical treatment.[@CIT0081]

There has been no any study so far that has analyzed patient compliance when we are treating DFO with antibiotics. We could probably find patients with low adherence to antibiotic regimens, especially in mid- or long-term antibiotic therapy, which means that implementation based on the results of these studies in daily practice could have different outcomes.

Regarding surgical treatment, many authors have defended it as a practically unique and most efficient option for the treatment of OM. However, treating these patients with surgery does not exempt them from major postsurgical complications, the most important of all being recurrent ulceration.[@CIT0017] It has been demonstrated that the level of recurrent ulceration after resection of a metatarsal head is high, depending on the head that is resected. The choice of technique is also important, as the amount of bone resected is important when it comes to the occurrence of recurrent ulceration.[@CIT0082]

On the other hand, the increasing prevalence of lesions with neuroischemic etiology will probably lead to greater surgical contraindications in future, since the patient's vascular status would avoid surgery, especially those that require large debridements.[@CIT0009],[@CIT0048] Therefore, another possible barrier to this treatment will be reconciliation of the vascular state with performance of the surgical technique, especially for patients who undergorevascularization, with deficient levels of vascular status to support extensive surgical debridement or extensive articular resection.

Additionally, performing surgical procedures requires specialization of the surgeon to reduce the risk of postsurgical complications,[@CIT0083],[@CIT0084] especially recurrent ulceration.[@CIT0085] CS has been described as an efficient and safe alternative for these patients,[@CIT0047] but requires knowledge of specific techniques of the foot, which makes it difficult to transfer this treatment to other surgical specialties, such as general surgery, plastic surgery, vascular surgery, or other types that lack experimentation with surgical techniques in the foot.

Moreover, cost is another limitation, especially in certain settings, where the patient must assume costs related to treatment, or certain countries, where there are few resources and access to surgical management, increasing the cost in a substantial way and thus reducing the chances of these patients, who generally have a low socioeconomic level, and access to it in those countries where there is no universal management coverage is complicated.

Tips, challenges, and solutions {#S0005}
===============================

Any professional who manages DFO must bear in mind that it is a disease that has several clinical presentations and therapy will be influenced mainly by the presence of both soft-tissue and necrotizing infections, vascular disease, and ulcer location. When associated soft-tissue infection spreads quickly and is located at the mid- or rearfoot, surgery is mandatory.

DFO with a chronic course confined at the forefoot, associated with small DFUs, with good vascular status patient-compliance profile, and that is easy to off-load could be treated primarily by antibiotics. However, close follow-up and limitation of antibiotic duration therapy be considered during treatment. If medical therapy does not resolve bone infection or if a complication appears, a surgical option should be offered to the patient.

In cases where ulcers expose joint cartilage or there is clear visualization of the bone, most publications have shown that the possibility of the bone getting covered by new tissue is very low; therefore, in these cases, it would be more advisable to manage these patients through bone resection.

More RCTs are needed, though probably the main limitation would be related to the selection of patients as homogeneous as possible, which would suffer infections with similar bacteria, since, depending on the type of bacteria, the response to antibiotics would be different, and conditioning management of patients based on the microbiological variability of DFO.

Further RCTs with large samples and long-term follow-up are needed. Much research has been done on postoperative complications where surgical treatment has been applied, but medical treatment studies have had brief follow-up. It would also be interesting to know what happens in this group of patients in long-term follow-up to evaluate all possible complications they may have, such as recurrence, recurrent ulceration, or the development of new infections.

With medical or surgical treatment, in both options, being ready appears more than reasonable when we are treating patients with DFO, which means a multidisciplinary approach is necessary in this kind of patient to avoid complications.
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